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Given the buzz around supply chain analytics, it’s almost impossible for businesses to not know

that they must become data-driven to succeed in the long run. In this context, a supply chain

redesign is what seems to be challenging for most businesses, especially when budgets are

tight. Today, top manufacturing companies that have made significant investments in AI and

supply chain analytics have gained a top spot in the global market. What’s even more interesting

is that leading businesses have implemented robust analytics strategies, appointed chief

analytics officers, and have hired data scientists to analyze supply chain data and redesign their

supply chain strategies. 

 

That said, there’s one upside to the growing list of misfires and shortfalls in companies’ big bets

on supply chain analytics and machine learning. Analytics and machine learning together help

businesses in identifying the failure patterns across organizations of all types, industries, and

sizes. However, the shifting global dynamics and internal business process changes are

compelling manufacturers and retailers to challenge the status quo and reinvent their supply

chains by leveraging analytics. We’ve listed the top five factors what we consider to be the red

flags that signal a supply chain strategy is in danger of failure. In our experience, businesses

who act on these warnings will dramatically improve their bottom line within a short span.
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You have set clear objectives rather than
analytical strategies
The first and the most important sign is that your organization

lacks clear supply chain strategies but has a set of well-

defined supply chain objectives. What makes this crucial is

that it would be impossible for you to achieve the set goals

without a clear supply chain strategy in place. 

 

Also, focusing the multiple functions on a single, universally

agreed-upon strategy is more likely to bring success than

having the organization begin work on multiple, conflicting

initiatives. To identify and implement the best strategy it’s

essential to leverage supply chain analytics to devise suitable

models, simulate, and fine-tune supply chain strategies.

Business leaders can then assess each strategy in terms of

their benefits, the difficulty of execution, and the costs

incurred. 
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The procurement team doesn’t have a clear
vision for its advanced supply chain
analytics programs

If your supply chain executives lack an in-depth

understanding of the difference between advanced

supply chain analytics and traditional analytics tools,

it’s probably time to redesign your supply chain

functions. To succeed in their supply chain analytics

initiatives, organizations must devise a strategy that

aligns with their goals and objectives. This is crucial as

no technology solution simply layered on top of existing

supply chain processes can help you achieve the

desired results.
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You experience major service failures

The lack of a robust supply chain design is often the

major cause for supply chain service failures. The use

of robust supply chain tools can help businesses to

address most of the factors leading to service failures

such as variability in demand, supply, and production.

 

Though supply chain analytics tools do not offer a

comprehensive solution to address this problem, it

empowers businesses to evaluate analyze variability

and gauge the performance of their supply chains in

real-time rather than average conditions.
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The analytics platforms aren’t built to suit the
purpose

Businesses today have realized the importance of

analytics platforms in supporting their digital

transformation efforts. However, the common

misconception revolves around the need to integrate

legacy IT systems prior to building analytics platforms.

Another mistake that is often overlooked is that

businesses do not break out of the organizational silos

and fail to deploy platforms to address different types

of use cases.
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The analytics capabilities are isolated from
core supply chain functions

It has been observed that businesses who succeed in their

analytics initiatives often embed analytics capabilities

into their core supply chain capabilities. A definite red

flag that the current supply chain strategy is obsolete is

the complaint from the analytics team that their inputs

have little or no impact on the supply chain processes. 

 

However, organizations who lack the ability to integrate

analytics into their business models struggle to create

value and develop analytics capabilities in isolation, either

centralized or in sporadic pockets of poorly coordinated

silos.
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The fear of time and costs involved are the main reasons for organizations to

postpone the overhaul of their supply chains. In practice, most of these initiatives are

not time-consuming and often end within a span of weeks. Though the initial stage

may seem exhaustive it often revolves around assessing the potential for alternative

designs and for determining business cases for redesigning the supply chain strategy.

The final phase typically deals with the integration of analytics capabilities to draw

accurate conclusions on business outcomes and reduce supply chain costs.

Conclusion
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At Quantzig, we firmly believe that the capabilities to harnes maximum insights

from the influx of continuous information around us is what will  drive any

organization’s competitive readiness and success.

 

Our objective is to bring together the best combination of analysts and

consultants to  complement our clients with a shared need to discover and build

those capabilities and drive continuous business  excellence.
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